
Mahaluxmy Pooja --- ** Must be done on October 24, 25, 26, 27**

MUST BE DONE ON ALL THE 4 DAYS CONTINUESLY
 

Make an ALTER, Place Mahanluxmi Photo in sitting position
Place Lord Ganesha Picture by the side.
Hang on wall behind Mhanluxmi Photo, your other DEVI Devtas, and Gurus - All respected Deities.
Ignite Pure Ghee Jyoti, Sandlewood Agarbati
Keep some sweets Burfee or Rasgula  ( No Grains should be in sweets)
Break flowers into small Pestles
Sit in front of the alter If alter is On Table you can sit on chairs

 
1     Recite Aum three times, then Do Namaskar to Ganesh ji with flower pestles
2     Do Namaskar to your Isht Dev or GURUS and ancestors
3     Now you start Aum Mahaluxmieh Namoo & offer Flower Pestles to the feet of Mahaluxmi  108 times –

(Mahaluxmi is your main Deity before Pooja invite her to be seated when you place HER Picture
4     Recite Mahanluxmi Ashttotar do Naman with each sttotar
5     Do Mahanluxmi arti 
6     Offer Sweets or sugar and Water to all Deities
7     Now take sugar or sweets  yourself also

 
Note:  I recommend you to get your Horoscope done, so that if some other treatment is needed. If some planet is
at wrong place we should first block it so that it does not keep on spoiling your whole Pooja Experience.  Same
as If you keep on putting water into a utensil which has got a hole in it then the water will keep on leaking. 
 
It is your choice - otherwise if you do not get the results you may call it fake Pooja, which may put you into
more trouble.
 
Please stay on Fruits, Juice, milk, tea or coffee during the day, after the pooja you can have hot meal with
Roasted or boiled potatoes, Kachaloo or Shakarkandi No Onion or Grains.

 
Please do this puja with dedication and devotion.  We would like to have your feed back after this!
Most Humbly Your Well Wisher         

Puru Kaucshal
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